Unlicensed Japanese Restaurant and Takeaway
Business for Sale Christchurch
Location:

Christchurch

Asking:

$299,000
+ GST if any

Type:

Retail-Food Takeaways / HospitalityRestaurants

Ad ID: 99215

Premium Sushi Takeaway
Business for Sale - under
management
Business for Sale Description
Unlicensed Japanese Restaurant and Takeaway
Business for Sale Christchurch

This is a perfect business opportunity for someone who would like take over a well-established Sushi takeaway
business in CBD. It is well-situated at entrance of a busy location with high visibility and huge passing trade from the
main roads. The clientele are largely locals mixed with tourists across a wide age group, offers huge potential for
growth once the borders are reopened.
- Around 80 sqm premise with high-quality fit out
- Well-equipped kitchen serving a variety of sushi rolls, Donburi, Udon and party platter sets etc.
- Most of the customers are sushi takeaway
- Highly profitable with the food cost only around 28%
- Profit $130K + to one working owner, $170K + to two working owners
- Easy to run business, well trained staff
- Strong sales, from captured walk by traffic
- Potential to increase catering sales and home deliveries
- Asking price: $299,000 plus GST if any
- Location: can only be disclosed upon contacting the broker and a completion of a Confidentiality Agreement.
This business offers a fresh, healthy, fast and quality food options to the locals and tourists, it is not only on-trend
but on the rise. It well suits someone with hospitality background or a couple. Full training will be provided on all
aspects of the business as necessary to ensure a smooth change of ownership. Make the call today.
Some details of the business for sale are confidential, contact broker for further information. The business images
shown are for illustration purposes only and may not be an exact representation of the business.
A copy of the confidentiality agreement can be downloaded from

https://www.propertyfiles.co.nz/property/CA
Agent: Cecilia Xiao
Contact number: 021 0256 3311
Email: cecilia.xiao@naiharcourts.co.nz
Harcourts Christchurch City Commercial
Grenadier Real Estate LTD
Licensed REAA 2008

Contact:
Cecilia Xiao
021 0256 3311 or 033719126
Anytime

Harcourts Grenadier RE
Licensed REAA 2008
Broker Ref: CIC54974

www.nzbizbuysell.co.nz/99215

